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dlbstract. The thleory of binoniial enume ration leads to sequences of functions of blrxmial 
1 ypz which axe not polynomials. The results of Mullin-Rc ta for these sequences ar2 developed 
and a ring structure on the set of sequences is studied. 
‘1. Intraduc tilsn 
Some counting problems give rise to sequences of functions of bi- 
namial type. Here is a simple example. 
Example d. .l. How many injectkns are there from a finite set S with 12 
elements into a finite set X with x elements? Denoting the number by 
fn (x) and even ignoring the fact that ifV CC) = (x), = X(X- 1) . . . (X+Z + 1), 
we can see that for all non-negative integers X, y and ri, the following 
binomial iden ti t y holds: 
Cl) 
To see this, let Y be a set of cardinality y which is disjoint from X. The 
number of injections ikom S into XU Y which map a given subset of S 
of cardinality k into It’ and the complement into Y- is fk (x) fn _ k @); 
and in S there are (t) subsets of ca;dinality k. 
A theory of sequences of polynomials satisfying < 1) was given by 
iMullin and Rota [4] . This theory has been amplified by Garsia [ 31 and 
Fillmore and Williamson [ 21, and extended in a new direction by An- 
drews [ 1 ] . The present papGr treats all sequences satisfying (1) whether 
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polynomials or not. The extenlsions of the results of IkWlin and Rlota 
are indicated, and finally ;d ring structure on the set of sequences i
N,,rief?j; studied. 
2. Sequences of functions of biancdal type 
The following definition wili! be used in this gaper. 
Definition 2.1. Let R be a,n integai domain of characterktic zero. Let 
folJl3 l *= be a sequence, where each fn is a function from the non-negat- 
ive intebgers into R. V-W sequejnce is said to be of binsminl type if 
(0 &(O) = 1 y 
(ii) f& +y) = Zi,, (n I fk (x) fn _ !k 0) ) for all non-negative intege,rs k , 
x, y and n. 
The ,equcnce fO, fl , . . . will be denoted in short by $ As results con 
these seqticnces are derived, it will be clear that the assumptions WI R 
can be frequently weakened. Here arc ;Iome more examples of sequences 
of binomial type. 
Example 2.2. The number of suriections from a set S of cardinalit:)r n . 
onto a set X of cardinality x is 
p(x) = fi (-I,‘(f) (x4)” * 
I=0 
This sequence will be examined kkr in the light of the ring structure. 
Example 2.3. Define &((,I) = 1 and jb (x) = 0 for x > 0. For p2 > 0, de- 
fine fn Q zz ) = IB! and & 4x) = 0 f’cbr _Y 71: n. This is a sequence of bkomial 
type. and f,(x) is the number of bijections from S to X. 
Example 2.4. If k is a fixed positive integer, T.et Ii1 (x) be the number 
of functions from S into X such that eves) ekment in X which. is an 
image is the image of exactly k elements tif 5“ 
e 2.5. Let A be a fixed auxiliary sea of fkite cardinality Q:. ‘>et 
e nu er of pairs i,f Tin,-tions $,8), where 9 maps S into 
&nd 0 maps .Y into A. P)bviously, h;(X) = &Xn. 
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Example 2.6. Let Jf,2 (x) be the number of labeled simple graphs on IZ 
vertices together with a coloring of the set of connected components 
with x colors. This example can be varied by msisting that the graphs 
be directed or partly directed. Refinements can be obtained by stipulat- 
ing that the connected components be from a fixed family of connect- 
ed graphs. In fact, when the fixed family is the family of rooted trees, 
the reluctant functions of Mullin and Rota [41 are obtained. Further 
variations are obtained by i.nsisting that no two <connected components 
be colored alike, or that all colors be used, etc. 
Example 2.7. If Q is an element of R, define the sequence ~(a) as fol- 
lows. &)&) = ax (by convention 00 = l)~, and ~.c(cr), I= 0 if M 2 1. 
Example 2.8. If f is a sequence of functio?ls cf binomial type, define 
Pla)f bY (Pi.a)fJn (x) = ax fn(x). In the ring to be defined later, g(a)f 
will be just the product of p(a) and f. 
We now establish some: elementary properties of sequences of func- 
tions of binomial type. Ltet f be such a sequence. 
I&ma 2.9. rffi =f2 = . . . =fi __ 1 = Oandfi -f 0, therz j;( 1) # 0. 
Proof. Suppose fr (1) = 0. By induction, suppose h(x) = 0. Then \ 
Hencefi = 0, a contradiction. 
Proposition 230. There ;s apz Plenv&t or in R szrrh that&(x) = (xx. 1 
Proof. Define ~1 to be f. ( B ). Tlhe l.&omial ident Pry ( 1) for n = C and 
_V = 1 is fo(x -t 1) = fo(x)Jfo(l), IIen:e by induction on X, f&Q = cP. 
efinitisn 2.11. If f*(x) 2 a*, we ny f is of c/ass CY and write Cm = cy. 
For class zero sequences, f. (0) = 1 /and fO(x) = 0 for x 2 1. 
Notice that Q can be calculated as follows witholit knowing& l Let 1 
be the lc:ist riositive in ,e mrna 2.9, f/(l) ?t 0. 
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Then the binomial identity (1) for IY = 2 yieldsfi(2) = 2f,( l)fi( 1) = 
2a:];l( 1). l 
kmlrnal 2.12. For every %2 1 , 3; (0) = 0. 
Proof. ‘Use induction on yt. For n = 1, 
fi(O) =$1W 0) = 2f,(O)f,W = 2f,(Oh 
so f 1 (09 = 0. Now assume that fi (0’) = .., = fn_l (0) = 0. Then 
f,(O9 =f,,(O+0) = .j5, (;jfk10)fn__k(09 == 2f0(09f,dO) $ :: 
and again f,(O) = 0. 
Lemma 2.13. Suppose frr , f +! , _. ,, fN are fflnctions from the non-negative 
integer2. rn to R such that: 
a 
(i) the binomial identity $ II 9 holds for n = 0, 1, . . .:_ N- 1; 
(ii', p;V (0) = 0 and for all x 2 0, 
Then the binomial identity holds fair n = N also. 
Proof. 11; the expansion for fN (x -f y ) use induction in y . Assumption 
(ii) implies that the binomial identity holds for y = 0 and 1. For y 2 2., 
write y = a + 1. Then with j = k-l’ we have 
f~(“+iu~1))=fiv(I(x+u)+l)= 5 <N>f,(x+u9fAT 
k=O k 
- k(a) 
= i!t *k (;)(;)fr(X)fk-@)fN 
k=O 1=0 
- ,(I) 
= &e. ;$ f )~~~~)fi(x)fk_r(t’)f~~_k ‘:I) 
9&(x) 5 (Nj-l)&(u)fN _I_i( ‘! ) 
j=O 
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Theol:emr 2.114. Given an arbitrary s/quencr ace, q , ..” of elements o,f R, 
there is a u&que sequen& e f of funcitions of binomial type such that 
for all n 2 :I7 ji ( 1) = a, c 
1 
Proof. Define thie sequence recursiv/,:ly. First, let jo(x) = ~1x0. Suppose 
now thaftf,,$l 9 bne,fN__l have been {defined. Set fN (0) = 0 and fN (1) = 
aN . Then for X 12 1, recursively defme 
(2) (I). 
Then Lemma 2.2 3 implies that f is of’ binomial type. The uniqueness of 
f follows from the necessity of (2). 
For the next proposition, let f 15~: a sequence of functions of binom- 
ial type with values in the integral diomain R of characteristic zero. Let 
F be the quotient field of R. 
Proposition 2. 15. Tile following are equil-~alcn t.
(i) f is of class one. 
(ii]! Fbr ah’ n, fn I’s a pol’ynomial function of degree at most n and 
with coefficitvzts in 1: i 
(iii) For akr n, fn is a polynomial ihrnction wit/t coeificzknts in F. 
(iv) j’() is a polynomial function li/irh coefficients in E 
(v) For some m. jn k G .nnn-zert/) polynomial fldnction with coef- 
ficien ts in F. I 
fioo.;f. To show that (i) implies (ii) use induction on FL Let f be of class 
one. Then f. = 1 is a polynomial. Assume for PZ = 0, . . ., N-- 1, that fPI is 
a polynomial functio.,l of degree at most n. Then 
(3) f,(xi- 1) = 5” (~)fk(:i)fN_$ ‘1 ? 
k= 
whicll is; equivalent o 
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The right-hand side of this equatL)n is a polynomial of degree at most 
F . - 1. If we assume that j’;v (x) cm be written aN xN + . . . + aI x, the coef- 
tkients can be detersruined from (4) in the order aN, a&_ 1, . . ..a1 . Since 
(4) is equivalent o (3), Lemma 2.13 shows that the polynomial so de& 
fined satisfies the binomial identity. The polynomial also takes the 
valuQv(l) atx = 1, and hence by the uniqueness part of Theorem 2.14, 
fN(x) = aN xN + . ..+a1 x. 
Clearly (ii) implies (iii), (iii) implies (iv), and (iv) implies (v). Now as- 
sume (v) holds. Suppose (i) is false, say Cy) =: ar # 1. 
If Q + 0, let g = &Y-’ jf, as in Example 2.8. Then g has values in F 
and C@) = 1. Having already shown that (i) implies (ii) we can conclude 
that each gn is a polynomial function with coefficients in F. Let 
NowAq (a) # 0 for some a # 0. Became J;n (x) = CP gm (x) for all x, we 
have 
fm(x+a)=tiX+agm(x+a), g,(xP =f,Cx), g,Ca)@ zf,(a>- 
The last three equations multiplied together yield 
(5) 
This implies that p(x +a) q(x) = Pq(x +a)p(x) for some p +f: 0 in F. 
Since w(x), q(x)) = 1, p(x) divides p(x +a) and q(k) divides q(x +a). 
This is impossible u.nIess p(x) and q(x) are constants. Hence arx is a 
constant and ar must be 1. 
If cy = 0, define a ne*w stzquencc g by 
A straightforward cakulation will ,c,how that g is a sequence of binomial 
type and of class one. Hence g, is a polynomial function a, x” f l +-aom 
By i nverr,ion, 
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(63 fm w = (-1)” g (-l>’ (;)g, (0 = 
For fixed k, the final summation with respect o I is the number of 
surjections from a set with k elements onto a set with x elements. Hence 
for all x > m, fm (x3 = 0. This contradicts the assumption that fm is a 
non-zero polynomial function. 
According to Proposition 2.15, it is a Mori possible that an R-valued 
sequencef of polynomials of binomial type has some coefficients in F 
but not R. In actuality, this is impossible, as will be verified later in Pro- 
position 4.4. 
We now find the functions& (x) of Example 2.4. Calculations with 
sma’il Values of 12 will suggest that &&) = a, (x), for positive integers 
a,, . Obviously, f&) = X, and fn (x) = 0 if k does not divide 12. IJnder 
the:&e assumptions the binomial identity (1) holds trivially if k does trot 
divide n, and for YE = m/c and y = 1, it reduces to 
If equation (7) is used to give a recursive definition of a,, the result 
is a,(,, = (mk)!/(k!)mb m !. Since (7) holds, the functions so defined form 
a sequence of binomial type by Lemma 2.13. Furthermore, these func- 
tions give the required results when x = 1, namely, f. (1) = fk (1) = 1 
and fn (1) = 0 if n # 0, k. Ely Theore:m 2.14, these are the correct func- 
tions. 
efinition 2.16. A sequence f of R-valued functions of binomial type 
will be said to be non+ngrdar if ff f 0 for every /J. Otherwise, the 
sequence will be called sirpgular. 
r;nma 2.17 ., The folio wing are equivaht. 
(i) f is nc3-singular. 
( ii) Jr1 ( B ) + 0. 
(iii) fi :# 0. 
(iv) The fimctims fo, _fl, . . . are lineudy independent over R. 
Proof. Because of Lemma 2.9, (i) implies (ii). Obviously, (ii) implies 
(iii). Next, assume (iii). If (iv) is not true, chcose .N minima,1 so that 
f0 , &.. ,_#h are linearly dependent. Then N Z 1 beeas;\se f. + 01. Let 
fiv =a,f,+... +aN_ 1 fN__ y with coe:fficients in the quotient field E. 
Then 
N-l 
On the other hand, 
=a{,fO@ +Y)+.*.+ajv_.~ f,_,(x+y) 
Fix a particular y such that fl (y) # 0. Then equate the right sides of 
(8) and (9). By the assumed independence of Jfo, . . . , fN_ lI , we can equate 
the coefficients of jj,1__1 (x). If A3 >_ 2, this yields iVfi (y) +aN_l fo(y) z= 
aN_ll f~j(j), which is impossible. If ,N = 1, then fi = a0 f. with a0 # 0. 
The analogous argument using (8) and (9) leads to 2a. fo(x)fo (y) = 
a0 j;(x) fa (Y), which is also impossible. 
Finally, (iv) trivially implies (i). 
Let F& denote the linear span of all of the functions which appear 
in the binomial serqlulences of class ~1. Define BE (x) = ar” xn if (at f 0 and 
en fii~r every (Y, .P is a sequence of bino.mial type aIf class Q. In fact, 
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b;, b;, . . is a basis for F,. They are linearly independent by Lemma 
2.17, because by( 1) f 0. To show that they span Fa, first assume 
Q! # 0. If f is of class cy, then &I- ’ ),f is of class one, and QI:-* j;, (s) = 
a, xn f .“. +Q. I-knce.f,(x) = a,, aJC xn + . . . +Q ax aa required. If Q = 0, 
define gP3 (x) = XX I=0 (f ) fn (I), as in the proof of Proposition 2.15. Then 
g is a sequence of binomial type and of class one. If gn (x> = ZI ,-,akxk, 
fn Cx) = k5o ak 5 (- 1)’ (F) (X--Ok 
‘Z I=0 
= kc* a&w * 
Superficially, the sequences bcu appear to play a special role in the 
followir;lg definition. 
Definition 2.18. A function g(x) in fol has rlegree 11 if g(x) is non-zero 
and y1 is the minimum non-negative integer such that g(x) is a linear 
combination of bg, . . . . b," . This definition coincides with the real 
one for polynomials. 
The following lemma shows that the notion of degree is independent 
of bQ. 
Lemma 2.19. L.et f be a sequence of binomial type. The following are 
equival’en t. 
(i) f is non-singular. 
(ii) F’w each iz, the degree of _fn (x) is n. 
Frocsf. (ii) certainly implies (i). Conversely, assume (i). The linear map 
of fM onto fp which carries bf: onto b{ for all n 2 0 preserves degrees. 
Hence we may as well assume ar = 1. By Proposition 2.15 (ii), the degree 
offi, is at most i-t. Therefore, since the funstions are linearly inde- 
pendent, the degree of fn (x) must be exactly AI. 
Although it will not be used later we note the fokwing. 
oposi tion 2.2 Say f is a sequence oj‘fllnctions of bif?omial type with 
values in an integral domain R of characteristic zero. If the C/QSS oj’f 
is a unit in R, then the domains oj- the fumtiom fn can ,be exlended 
uniquely to imlude all integers and with values assigrzed ir: such a way 
that for all integers x and y, 
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Prwf. If C(,Y) = cy, then g = ~(a[- ’ )f is a polynomial sequence of bi!lom- 
ial type. Since the binomial identity holds; for the polynomials of g for 
all non-negative x and y , it holds for all integlers x and y . I’hen for all 
x andy, 
‘the domains for sequences of class zero may not include any negat- 
ive integer -a, for we would need&(O) = 1 =,&(a+) =fO(a)fO(-z) = 
@f, (--a),which is impossible. 
3. Operators 
In this section the functions have: values in a field F of character- 
istic xro. Let f denote the ring of functions from the non-negative 
integers to F under poir. twise addition and pointwise multiplication. 
For iany non-negative integer a, defim the shift-operator Ea on f by 
(E” g)(x) = g(x+a). Then Ea (F,) E &, because if f is a sequence of 
class ac, then (Eafn )(x) = ji (.~+a) = ‘Gizo (“,)&&a) fk(x), so that 
A linear transformation TU oc Fa will be called shift-invariant if T,Ea = 
EaTa for every a. If T, is shift-invaria;nt and ~2 # 0, then for fl# 0, Tb 
will denote the shift-invariant operaltoa defined as follows r3n tfl. 1 f $1 
is in FO, then g(x) = (P/a)“’ 0{x) for so:me 6 in Fol. Set (Tprp)(x) = 
$/ul)~ (T$9)(x). 
A shift-invariant opxa.tor will be called a delta operator if it maps 
functions of degree ore :.)ntc (non-zero) functions of degree zero. If 
Qa is a delta operator for ily + 0, each associated Qp is al.so a delta 
operator. Now once s&able definitions are made, all of the results in 
41 follow. These are c ta ted below. Proofs which parallel those !.n [ 41 
are omitted without comment. Q, ~511 always denote d d.el’ta operator 
on f:, , with m restticl:isn on a unle:::;s -mentioned. 
3:!3 
.bn.ma 3.1 ([4, Lemma I] ). Q,(bg) = 0. 
Proof. Say Q&by) = cb& Then 
= cbE(a)bz(x). 
Hence Qa bs = 0. 
Lemma 3.2 ([4, Lemma 21). If 4 in & has degree n 2 1, then the de- 
gree of Qa@s n-1. 
Definition 3.3. A sequ2xe of functionsgo, gl , . . . in t! is called a bayie 
sequerzce for Q& if g, = bs _ degree gn = 12, gn (Cl) = 0 for u 2 1, and 
Qcrgn =ngn_l forn2 1. 
Theorem 3.4 ( [ 4, Theorem 1 ] , [ 3, Thexem 2.5 ] ). Every delta operator _ 
Qa on FQL has a unique basic sequence. It is a non-singular sequence g of 
binomial type and of class CY. Furtherrwre, if a # 0 and p # 0, the basic 
sequence for QP is &P/a)g. Conversely, if g is a non-singular sequence of 
functions of binomial type and oj’cl~~s c, it is the ba>tc sequence for 
some delta operator on &. 
Theorem 3.5 ([ 4, Theorem 21). Let Tel be a shift-invariant operator on 
fol and Q, be L; delta operator with basic sequence g. Then 
where ak = [Tolgk(x)l,=**’ 
The power-series f(t) = 2&, . k (a /k!)? will be called the Q,-indica~Por 
of TY. Write Ty = f(Q,). If IQ~ # 0 and p # 0, the Qp-ixbcator of To is the 
same fft). The map of the power-series ring F[ [t ] ] into Mom( FQ, F,) 
given by f(t) -+ ftQ,) is an isDmsrphism onto the ring of shift-invariant 
eperators on &. 
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Dlef’ii~ition lp.& If Q,, has basic sequence g and Tel is shift-invariant, he 
P,+x,kle Q,&uivative c;f Ty is T’L = 7’a M--M ‘7,) where M is the linear 
t*xkSfMmation of FQ1 such that Mg, = gn+ 1 for all y1 2 0. 
Prapos~tion 3.7 ([ 4, Propositions 1. and 21). I”; is shift-invariant. Further- 
more, if f(t) is the Q,-indicator of Ty, then f’(t) is the Q,-i~;dicator of 
TJ!. 
Theorem 3.8 ([ 4, Theorem 43 ). Say TpI is a delta operator with b&c 
sequence h and Q& is a delta operator with basic sequence g. Therz Ty = 
Q,, Pi,,, where Pa is a unit in the ring of shift-invarian t operators on Fa. 
A/so, 
(i) h, = ?‘;P;n-lg,, 
(ii) Izn = F;~tg,-(P;fl)p& 1) 
(iii) hn =MP;“g, l, - 
(W hn =M(T;)-‘hn_l. 
Proposition 3.9 ([4, Theorem S(a)(b)]). Let U be a k&ear transferma- 
tion j?om fcr into FO (no restrictions on of and 0). The following ore 
equivalent. 
(i) iTfhere is a non&ngukv sequence fO, f 1, .., of binomial typ{J in 
FO such that UfO, vfi, . . . is a non-singular sequence of binomial type 
32 Fp. 
(ii) Every Nan-singular sequence of binomial type in F, is mapped 
bijectively to ti ncln-sing&r sequence of binomial type in ;I’a. 
Furthermore, if U satisfies (i) and (ii), then 
(iii) the mup Ta + UTa U- 1 is an isomorphism of the ring of shift- 
tnvar&kt operators on & onto tF9 ring of shift-invariant operato on 
5 l 
Ihsfinition 3.10. A linear transformation U satisfying the conditions of 
Proposition. 3.9 is called an umbral o,pera tar from f, to Fa. 
Wtice that if Q # 0 and p # 0, the map h(x) + (fl/a)x h(x) is ali] um- 
bral operator of FpI onto Fp a It carries a sequence f of binomial t::pe to 
~@/a)$ Hence umbra1 operators betyween spaces of functions from non- 
zero classes can be viewed merely as compositions of suitable ‘~(7)‘s 
with the umbra1 operators on F[x] studied in detail in [3] and !4]. 
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Here is a slight generalization of Pro ositio;] 3.9(ii). 
Proposition 3.11. Let V be a linear transformation 1 ‘om f, into Fp 
which carries some non-singular sequence f of binomial type onto a 
sequence of binomial type (possibly singular) in F@. Then every se- 
quence of binomkzl type in F& is carried to a sequence of binomial type 
in FP. 
Proof. After composing V with a suitable umbra1 operator of F, 
for, we may assume that f = bQ . Suppose Vb,” = g,l l Let h be any 
quence of binomial type in FQ, and write h, = E~zo anib;. Then 
. 
(10) Vh,,(x+y) = 2 a,igj(x+y)= 5 h 
j=O j=O k=O 
anj (i )gk (x)gj_ k @) . 
On the other hand, 
to 
se- 
However, the right-hand sides of equations (10) and (11 ‘r are equal be- 
cause 
n-j+ k 
as can be seen by looking in the equation h, (x+y) = C (: ) h,(x) h,_,(y) 
at the coefficient of bt (.x)brk (y). 
If f(t) = C” k_0ak tk and g(t) are power-series in F[ [t] 1, and g(0) = 0, 
we define f?g by 
u-0 g)(t) = kg0 = 
Under the composition 0, the power-series g(t) with g(0) = 0 and 
g’(0) # 0 form a group G. In G the inverse of g will e &noted g- ’ b 
The identity element of G is e sexies t. Furthermore, ‘Ii is a delta 
operator if and only if its &-indicator for any delta operator QQ is in 6. 
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‘heo~m 3.12 ([4, Theorem S(c)] ) L.et u : F, + F, be an umbra1 oper- 
ator. Say .D is a fixed delta operator on tQ and D, is a fixed delta oper- 
atqr ok! FO. Say f is the basic scq:cerxe for the delta operator Pcy = p(D) 
on Fa,, and UfO, . . . is the basic selquen4ce for QD = q(0, ) on fi3. If h is 
basic jbr R, -r(D) on Fe, then Uh,, . . . is basic for UR U-1, and further- 
more, URW =(ro p-” oq)(D,). 
Again let Q, be a delta operator on FoI with basic sequence g, and let 
M be 8h.e hear transformation on &, such that Mgn = gn ,. 1 for n 2 0. 
Theorem 3.13 (14, Theorem 81). Say Pa is Q unit in the ring t9f shift- 
invariant operators on For. If h is a sequence of binomial type in F, 
such that EM-1 hn(X)]x=o =M [Pi1 ~Z,,,(X)],,~ whenever n 2 1, then 
h is basic for Q,P, . 
Theorem 3-24 ([4, Corollaries to Theorem 83). Given constants cl # 0, 
c2 , “a, there is a unique delta operator R, ori F, whose basic sequence 
h satisfies [M- 1 h, (x)] x =. = c, for n 2 1. Fkthermore R, = f-l (Q,), 
where f(t) t= X:=1 (c&z!) tn. 
4. The ring of sequences of binomial type 
Again R is an integral domain of characteristic 0, and F is its quotient 
field. Let 6 be the set W~Q ?t25se elenents are sequences of functions of 
binomial ‘rype with values in R. We will define the structure of an R-al- 
gebra on 6. if f and g are sequences of binomial type, we define thleir 
sum Jf+g and product fg as follows. 
Vi?“), Cx) = j2% (i )fk (x)gn_, (x) l 
= 
The class map C is defined by Cy) = f. (1). 
A. 8 is an integral domain isomorphic to a subring of the power, 
X] ] . The definition aj’ = &ar)f (the product of g(a) and f) 
-algebra, and C is a homomorpksm from 8 onto R. 
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Proof. The crucial properties are closure. For the product, 
Both of these triple sums are the same; the term in (15) corresponding 
to the (k, i, j)-term in (14) is the (/, Q, F)-krm with I = i +j, Q = i and 
p = k-i. 
For the sum, 
X+Y 
(f+g)n(x+Y) = F. Cxry) i; (:)f,(i)gn_t(x+Y-il ‘= t=O 
On the other hand, 
ence it is sufficient to show that for fixe i (0 5 i I X+Y) and fixed 1 
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(16) 5 (“)f,:i)R,_,W.v-i) =I’ 
t=O t 
= fJ (:) ako iCo (“, j(“,“)f,(i-~)j’b(l:~g,_(lCx-i+l)g,_,BO,-~)~ s=o ” = 
Re-index the triple sum in (16) using the indices Q’ and 7 = S--Q and 
t := CY +/3. The right side then becomes 
5 2 ns ( n 
t=(j {YZ() y=o a+7 
)(Q,+y)( *;-zY]i f~(i-4) ft_JZ)gT(x-i+Z)gn t --,cV--2) = 
= 5 C '5 (n I(' )f (i---l)ftJl) (f~~t)9,(x--i+l)gn_t_~~-~) t-0 <r=o 7=c t' a! (y 
= 5 (“)f,ii)g,_,(x-~~--6) . 
t=O t 
H~:nl~ze 3 isclosed under the sum. 
LI:t R be the sub-ring of F[ It] ] consisting of all power-series of the 
fern, vW A, =o(cq,t /n !) f” with all c:, in R. Then R is an integral domain. 
‘T‘he map @ of 8 into W defines by 
is, a bijeetion by Theorem 2.14. Also, by using the definitions of sum 
and product in B , one easily checks that Cf+& ( 1) := fn ( 1) +gn (1) anti. 
(fg)jB, ( 1) z Zt _o(z ) fk ( 1) gn _ k ( II). This implies that @ is an isomorphism. 
The remaining statements in Theorem 4.1 are obvious. 
The following corollaries follow directly from properties of R. 
G_~Uary 4.21’. f is a unit in 8 $and only if C(f) is a unit i?z R. 
Corollary 4.3. If R is o field oj‘charucteristic zero, then 8 is a complete 
discrete valuation ring. That is, 8 is u principal ideal domain with unique 
non-zero prime ideal m. Every ideal a’rt 8 is a power of m, 
a~1 is complete in thcp metric defined by m. 
for F[ [ t] ] : aritl if ien 
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R=F[[t]].Th ‘d 1 e 1 ea m is the ideal of sequences of class 0. Any se- 
quence f such that fn (1) # 0 and fk( 1) = 0 whenever 10 < k < H will 
generate the ideal mn .
Over a field .F of characteristic zero the connection between se- 
quences of po~_WKUkzZs of binomial type an.d generating functions 
established in [4] and [3] still holds, even for singular sequences. Name- 
ly, f is a sequence of polynomials of binomial type if and only if there 
is a power-serie G(t) in F[ [t] ] with zero constant erm such that 
(17) 
2 f,(x) tn 
n=O n! 
= exp {x G(t)]. 
The proof of this given by Garsia [3] can :je used verbatim, provided 
that one drops Garsia’s condition that G’(O) be non-zero. Notice that 
@of) = exp (G(t)}. In addition, if G’(O) = 0, then G(t) has no inverse 
under the composition 6 of power-series. This seems to present an ob- 
stacle to the direct application of the Mullin-Rota operator theory to 
the stud;! of singular sequences of binomial type, because the inverse 
of G(t) is crucial in the operator theory. At this point we can, however, 
answer the question left ope:l about polynorPnia1 coeffic,ients in Propo-e 
sltion 2.15. 
Proposition 4.4. Say $ is ard R-valued sequence of polynomials of bi- I 
nom&l type. Then the coefficients of each polynomial& are in R. 
Proof. For every n, fn (1) = a,, an element of R. Hence the nth deriva- 
tive of @V,I evaluated at t = 0 is an element of R. That is, the nth de+- 
ative of exp {G(t)) at t = 0 is in R. An easy induction on tz shows that 
the nth derivative G(“)(O) is in R. Now WF: u:se (I 7). Assurqe the coef- 
ficients of fi ix), . . . . &_ 1 (x) are in R . Take the Mh derivative of ( 17) 
with respect o t and then put t = 0 to obtain fN’;x) as a linear combina- 
tion of powers of x with coefficients which are sums and products of 
the derivatives G@)(O). 
5. Sujections. Suppose R =: l Let ~;2 (x) be a sequence of 
f binomial tvpe which count the number of subjections from _ 
a set S of cardinality n to a WI: X of cardii ity A+ and which satisfy a set 
urjcc:ive requirement. Then 
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the total number of &naps from S to X' is counted by the sequeLice 
f + ~r( 1) because 
Conversely, the functions counting surjective P-maps can be obtained 
from the functic)ns countin,g all P-milps by subtracting p( P ) in the ring 
33. 
Exan@e 4.6. Let f be a sequence of functions of binomial type such 
that f,(.x) is the number of maps in a class F which m;zp a set S of 
cardinality n into a set X of cardinality X. Assume that fl (x) is inde- 
pendent of the choice of sets of the &en cardinalities. Similarly, let g 
be a sequence of functiI:)ns of binomiail type such that gn (x) in the same 
way counts maps in a class G. Then the number of triples (T, a, /?), 
whereT!XaisinF,[IisinG,cw:T+X,p:S\T-+X,is 
Example 4.7. We do a specific case of Example 2.6. Let fn (x) be the 
number of labeled simple graphs on R vertices together with a coloring 
of the set of connected components with x colors in which each color is 
used for at most one co,;;nponent. Calculate from f the number of such 
graphs arld col~&~gs when each color can be used at most twice. By Ex- 
ample 45, f--p(1) counts the number of graphs and colorings when 
each color is used exactly once. To count the number when each color 
is used twice, count the number hn (x) of ordered quadruples (T, a, fi, r),, 
where T C In = {l, . ..) n } , ar is a graph on T using each color once, fl is 
a graph on i,\T using each color once!, and 7f is the union of Q and 0. 
A chaice of T, Q, /3 determines ‘y uniquely, but each y occurs with 2X 
triples (Tp a, /3). By Example 4.6, h = p(# )L&p( 1 )] 2. The numbers we 
are seeking count the number of ordered quadruples (S, T, a, p), where 
S C In, T-E I,, CL is a graph on S using just tke colors from T tw:ice each, 
and P is a graph on In Ls1 using just the colors of Ix/T no more than once 
apiece, For fixed S and T with IS] = k and ITI = I, the number of qua- 
druples is hk(Z)fl, _k (X--J). Then the total number of quadruples is 
References 
2 5 'n)(X)h~(l)fn_k(X--l) = (h+j)n(X) l 
k=(-J 1=(-J ‘ik 1 
The number of graphs using each color at most twice is finally ‘li + f r= 
3 cf-p( 1))2+f. This is more suggestive written as pc( 1) + (P-Al >i) 
+ 4 cf-P( 1))2, because the number of graphs using each color at most 
k times turns out to be 
1 
P(l) + mhl ------(f-P(l))m l = . 
Because 8 is complete and cf-p( l))m is in the mth power of the unique 
non-zero pririe idesl, p( 1) + CG =I (1 /m!)(f-- p( 1))” is a well-defined 
sequence, and counts the number of colori~~~gs using each color any 
number of times. 
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